
The TIM PETERS TRAINING FUND – Update February 2023 
 
Dear Friends, 
 
We are writing about the fund set up four years ago in memory of TIM 
PETERS.  During that time we have been grateful for the support of so many 
people in so many ways – practical, prayerful and financial.  We are writing 
to let you know that the fund closed at the end of January, 2023. 
 
We have been thrilled that since its inception, Tim’s Fund has been able to 
assist 25 men and women across the north west of England to pursue 
further training designed to develop their skills and ministry in their local 
church.  In that time, we have made grants totalling about £45,000.    
 
When the Fund was set up, we took the decision that it would run until the 
funding came to an end.  We reached that point, and  decided to close the 
Fund and give the remaining funds to the last two applicants at the end of 
January.   
 
In due course, we will update the website with a final “summary” of what 
has been accomplished.  You will also find on the website a number of blogs 
written by some of the applicants over the last few years.  They will give you 
a flavour of the breadth of ministry for which they are being trained. 
 
We would also like to pay tribute to Steve Bedford, one of the founding 
trustees, who passed away in November.  Steve was very much the driving 
force behind the vision for the Fund and without his energy and wisdom, it 
probably wouldn’t have happened at all.  We would also like to thank the 
kind people at The North West Gospel partnership, and especially Sara 
Holland, whose help and advice have been invaluable. 
 
God's work never comes to an end.  Ministry is ongoing, 24 hours a day, in 
hundreds of thousands of churches, large and small, across the world.  In 
local communities, rural, industrial, urban, suburban, in large housing 
estates, in places where numbers are small and encouragement hard to find, 



God's faithful people are committed to getting the gospel out.  Tim’s Fund 
has played a significant part in that ongoing work, the results of which are 
unlikely to be known this side of heaven.  We give God thanks for the part 
you have played.  May God grant you peace and grace as you continue to 
serve him wherever you live and work. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
 
Robert, Esther and Amy Peters 
 
And all The Trustees of the Tim Peters Training Fund - (Katie Clark, Jeremy 
Clark, Keith Sinclair, Anna McCracken, Tom Askew, Callum Peters, Matt 
Waldock) 
 
 
PS If you have any questions or would like further information, please 
contact us via the Fund email address;  timpeterstrainingfund@gmail.com 
 
Website;  thetimpeterstrainingfund.com 
 
 
 


